The Quick start guide describes VetRay ALMA software as it pertains to end users applications. Detailed instructions are included in the Alma Setup Guide and ALMA Setup Operation provided with each system. It is important that all personnel review this document to insure that the full functionality and workflow are understood. Each system may be set up differently and this guide is intended to be a general review.

Click on the desktop Icon to start the program

Sign on Username is Uservet and password is 1234

The list of stored patient studies is displayed. Select the study by double clicking the patient name.

Once the patient is selected the image will displayed as shown. Images within the study are displayed on the left.

Arrows in the upper left allow you to scroll through the study images.
Open tools by moving cursor over grey bar on right of screen.

This master Icon bar will display.

1st Icon:
- Zoom
- Brightness and contrast
- Pan zoomed images

2nd Icon:
- Mirror image
- Flip image
- Rotate clockwise
- Rotate Counterclockwise

3rd Icon
- Calibrates measurements
- Measures distance
- Draws circle
- Measures angle
- Adds text

4th Icon is to set up hanging protocols.
6th Icon launches the Server Version

5th Icon is the full user guide
7th Icon shows all available icons

IMPORTANT NOTE: If an icon is not describe in this document, it is not used in general 2D imaging